
Non-slip sewing machine foot pedal pad  

       

Materials  

 Drawer or shelf liner  - you will need 2 pieces  (Typical 5 ½ x 8 ½”) 

 Some fleece or batting (4 ½ x 7 ½) 

 Fabric piece – depending on your pedal size width (2” wider and 1” longer than mat) (7 ½ x 9 ½) 

 Fabric strip, 2.5 inches wide – Jelly Roll strip is ideal 

  Measure your foot pedal and decide on how big you want your mat. (Expl: cut 6 ½ x  8 ½” shelf liner) 

Make your binding - fold 2 ½” strip in half WST, press.   A jelly roll strip would be ideal.   

             

Apply the binding all around the outside of the two layers (2 pieces on top of each other evenly) of non-slip grippy shelf liner as you 

ordinarily would when putting binding on a quilt.  Use tissue paper under as you sew the binding around the shelf liner because the 

grippy stuff does not move well in your machine.   Paper perforates as it sews so it just pulls off afterwards.  

For stop piece (This is the piece that holds and keeps your pedal from moving off). Cut a rectangle of fabric a couple of 

inches wider than the mat and an inch narrower than your mat.  Place your piece of fabric right side down, center your batting and 

roll up keeping it even.    

Turn the raw edge under, rolling it up like a sausage and fold the top edge under, pin then hand stitch it down to complete -  this is 

the front of the mat.  The ends should be thin, without the filling so these will be easier to sew.  Trim if you need to, 

Now tuck in under the ends on your stopper roll, and tuck those ends underneath to the back side and stitch them in place.  Another 

option would be to make your roll before binding and pin in place under the binding and sew on your binding securing the roll. 

  


